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Hello, as a software developer engaged in creating new algorithms and complex, intelligent software for
military purposes I am well experienced with the tenor of typical software patents and patents in which
software is specified as a component of the innovation.
In many cases granted patents have little or no validity and are developments that are obvious to
practitioners of the art.
I specifically object to several aspects of the current policy:
(1) The policy of defaulting to an acceptance of an application and letting challenges be worked out in
court is absolutely outrageous and creates a huge cost to society. This blanket acceptance of meritless
patent applications is hindering rather than fostering technology development in the United States and
abroad. THE DEFAULT ASSUMPTION SHOULD BE THAT THE PATENT IS INVALID.
(2) Allowing multifarious patents. Currently, applicants are allowed to submit multifarious patents that
list dozens and dozens of "inventions" and "claims". Needless to say, many of the claims constitute
obvious technology that has no validity as an "invention". The policy of the patent office should be to
deny multifarious claims and restrict inventions to the kernel or essential element of the invention.
(3) Allowing vague, overly broad claims. Many patents I survey have ridiculously vague, overbroad
claims. As an example, Raytheon was recently awarded Patent US8251288B2 for "network‐centric"
targetting with the typical litany of overbroad claims which border on absurdity. Just to cite two of these
out of dozens:

"a prepare module configured to plan for targeting engagements and to identify a target;"
"a sense module configured to locate targets of opportunity and targets generated by the
prepare module to form targeting information;"
How is "identifying a target" an invention? It is not. A caveman spotting a bison to kill is identifying a
target. This is not an invention and is not a valid claim. Likewise, claiming an ability to identify "targets of
opportunity" is absurd. Every targetting system ever created does this. Allowing patents with these huge
list of obvious functionalities is beyond all logic and intensifies the waste of money and time in litigation
disposing of all these absurd claims which never should have been allowed in the first place.
Software, as you know, is a highly reproductive science in which we engineers constantly borrow and
adapt from each other. Very little software is produced contains genuinely novel ideas deserving of
patent protection and it is arguable that allowing ANY software patents produces any useful effect,
because the damage done by non‐deserving patents so far outweighs the benefit of the few that are
deserving.
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